Hypnotica Website Questionnaire Assignment 

I am taking you in a more direct “hands on” direction, My slave. I have My ideas and priorities, but I want this feedback from you. So, here is your chance to tell Me what you would like to see on My website that you would support and purchase. I intend to focus My attention on getting My hands directly on you, My pet.

your assignment is to Email Me your answers to My questionnaire with “Website assignment” in the heading. Keep in mind My interest in your submission and obedience and increasing your pleasure in serving and pleasing Me..

1. Name                                    2. Age                    3. Location

4. Family/relationship status:Single, married, girlfriend?

5. Tell Me some things about yourself you want Me to know, if I do not know you well, already. If I know you, tell Me something I don’t know about you.

I am going to ask some questions. Be honest and real. Be sure to include what you want most.

 FILES

1. What are your favorite and which do you find as My most effective files? (names of file or category):
 
2. List subjects you would like Me to focus on in future, including Playground Triggers:


3. Interested in less expensive Custom file offerings of My choosing or of particular interest to you? 


4. What subjects/focus are you not interested in:


EMAIL TRAINING RELATIONSHIP
 
I am considering “PAY for” email Training sessions over a number of topics such as: masturbation instructions; orgasm/cock control; Chastity; Tease and Denial scenarios;   all Fetish explorations; My slave training: collaring, assignments, enslavement with slave contract; sissy play; Feminization; role play scenarios: Mistress-slave, money slave, Mistress-girlfriend; slave fantasy initiated scenarios.
Dominatrix-slave with Lady Helena: BDSM, Financial Domination, Deep fetish exploration. 

Give Me a sense of your interests (with a yes or no) and priority (with a high or low) of what email training exchanges you would be interested in with your Domina or Lady Helena.

1. Masturbation Instructions (JOI) (yes or no and high or low)

2. Orgasm/cock Control (yes or no and high or low)

3. Chastity:Tease and Denial; Cuckold; Frequent monitoring and supervision (yes or no and high or low to each) List other scenarios:


4. Fetish Explorations: Some examples: Bondage, Worship, Financial Domination. List all of possible interest and OTHER- your primary Fetish:


5. a) My Slave training options: Collaring, Servitude, Femdom Commands, Assignments, Enslavement with slave contract. List all of possible interest and OTHER- your slave training fantasies:


5. b) Slave training/Domination, in addition to email, with Text, Skype, Phone. List which you are interested in.


6. Sissy: Sissy play, Serving Mistress, Feminization, Forced Fem. List all of possible interest and OTHER sissy interests.


7. Role Play fantasy scenarios: Mistress-slave, Nurse-patient (a favorite), Mistress-girlfriend, Tribute slave, Married/sex partner. List all of possible interest and OTHER- Opportunity to use YOUR imagination and tell Domina your primary fantasy scenarios for email exchanges.


8. Playground Triggers: List future Trigger Commands you would like to receive from Me.

9. Dominatrix-slave with Lady Helena: BDSM, Financial Domination, Deep fetish exploration, CBT, Strapon/pegging. List all of possible interest and OTHER of your specific interests for interaction with My slave Girl, including Text and Live Talk.
Include sex toys you already have.

ASSIGNMENTS and DUNGEON PREFERENCES

ASSIGNMENTS

What kind of training and fun assignments and tasks do you like to do for your Domina. Keep in mind this is also one way you serve Me, financially. List as many as you would like to do, so think about it. From puppy tasks, Servitude training, Domina instructions, Sissy to Health and weight loss assignments and and give Me YOUR assignment preferences. List as many as you know will please Me.



DUNGEON PREFERENCES

When it’s ready, I will welcome you into My dungeon. I have put Lady Helena in charge of some rooms, but I have My Own preferences. What interests fetishes and fantasies. Imagine a dungeon full of specialty rooms. List the rooms you want to visit and be at Our disposal such as: Strap-on training, Forced feminization, Chastity key holder, Bondage and Pain, and your choice from your deepest Fetish fantasies, to use of butt plugs, ball gags, etc. List all your interests in priority order.



TEXT AND LIVE TALK

This is always available.  Express your interests.



SLAVE CONTRACT

The best way to serve Me is with My slave contract. you receive many special benefits, such as access to My slaveforshelle website. Do you have any interest in learning more about serving Me through a slave contract? Yes or No? If yes, follow up with Me for instructions or order My slave Contract .




PICTURES

I and Lady Helena will have a new Photo Shoot soon. What pictures of your Domina turn 
you on the most? 


Will you contribute with Dress Me tributes for My Photo shoot, or choose an outfit idea?


LADY HELENA

I want to make the best use of My slave Girl, Lady Helena. What would you like more of with Lady Helena, files, pictures, etc.? 


you can Text or Talk Live anytime. I can send you to Her, when it suits Me,  for punishments, orgasm release, fetish play.
Are there specific ways you can serve Me through Lady Helena? Describe.




YOUR FEEDBACK

Please take this opportunity to tell Me anything of interest to you, that has not been included. I am also looking for your help in ways to support My work. Any suggestions? 
What are you personally interested in, doing more of with Me? 



Thanks for your time and effort.  This will be helpful going forward for your Domina.

